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this text discusses key debates in the sociology of ethnicity and race arguing that ethnicity is

culturally expressed and politically and economically contextualized the historical trajectories of

slavery colonialism and nation state formation have seen ethnicities and racisms develop along

some parallel and some quite different lines drawing on examples from all around the globe

including britain continental europe the usa hawaii and malaysia this book offers a theoretically

informed account of a major sociological issue in a truly international and comparative

perspective a responsible guide to understanding ethnic conflict with five major case studies

focusing on the ming and qing eras this book analyses crucial moments in the formation of

cultural regional and religious identities it demonstrates how the imperial discourse is many

faceted rather than a monolithic agent of cultural assimilation a comprehensive exploration of all

the issues that shape our search for a multicultural society this classic is regarded as the seminal

text from which stems much current anthropological thinking about ethnicity this text opens with

barth s invaluable thirty page essay that introduces readers to important theoretical issues in the

analysis of ethnic groups nothing is pure in america and indeed the rich ethnic mix that

constitutes our society accounts for much of its amazing vitality werner sollors s new book takes

a wide ranging look at the role of ethnicity in american literature and what that literature has said

and continues to say about our diverse culture ethnic consciousness he contends is a constituent

feature of modernism not modernism s antithesis discussing works from every period of american

history sollors focuses particularly on the tension between descent and consent between the

concern for one s racial ethnic and familial heritage and the conflicting desire to choose one s

own destiny even if that choice goes against one s heritage some of the stories sollors examines

are retellings of the biblical exodus stories in which americans of the most diverse origins have

painted their own histories as an escape from bondage or a search for a new canaan other

stories are american made tales of melting pot romance which may either triumph in

intermarriage accompanied by new world symphonies or end with the lovers death still other

stories concern voyages of self discovery in which the hero attempts to steer a perilous course

between stubborn traditionalism and total assimilation and then there are the generational sagas

in which as if by magic the third generation emerges as the fulfillment of their forebears dream

citing examples that range from the writings of cotton mather to liquid sky a post punk science

fiction film directed by a russian emigre sollors shows how the creators of american culture have

generally been attracted to what is most new and modern about the author werner sollors is
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chairman of the afro american studies department at harvard university and the author of amiri

baraka the quest for a populist modernism a provocative and original look at ethnicity in american

literature dtcovers stories from all periods of our nation s history dtrelates ethnic literature to the

principle of literary modernism dt grave and hilarious tender and merciless the book performs a

public service quentin anderson our voices fourth edition examines communication in a variety of

cultural and personal settings with each contributor writing from the perspective of his or her

cultural experience within diverse theoretical frameworks each essay addresses the question

what is a cultural explanation and interpretation for this communication phenomenon from the

ethnic scholar s perspective the fourth edition features seven new essays that address such

topics of current interest and concern as creating a family across race and gender borders the

struggle for identity of multiethnic and biracial individuals in america constructing american jewish

male identity understanding class in the context of race ethnicity and gender racial tensions in a

9 11 memorial and 9 11 and the color line in addition many of the previous essays have been

significantly updated and two new sections economic class and cultural identity and reflecting on

9 11 have been added continuing the successful tradition of previous editions the fourth edition

maintains a consistent focus on communication and culture each essay addresses important

issues in areas of communication including rhetoric mass communication and interpersonal

communication together the authors examine how culture influences the creation of meaning and

how various uses of symbols and language constitute what we call cultural reality introduces

experience into examinations of cultural communication the experience driven approach is

presented as a complement to theory driven approaches to intercultural communication research

explores the rich cultural variety of communication practices within broad cultural labels the

premise is that there is not one style of any particular group any more than there is one style of

anglo american communication this intercultural communication text reader brings together the

many dimensions of ethnic and cultural identity and shows how they are communicated in

everyday life introducing and applying key concepts theories and approaches from empirical to

ethnographic a wide variety of essays look at the experiences of african americans asians asian

americans latino as and native americans as well as many cultural groups the authors also

explore issues such as gender race class spirituality alternative lifestyles and inter and intra

ethnic identity sites of analysis range from movies and photo albums to beauty salons and

deadhead concerts visit our website for sample chapters the question of ethnicity is highly

controversial in contemporary archaeology indigenous and nationalist claims to territory often rely

on reconstructions of the past based on the traditional identification of cultures from

archaeological remains sian jones responds to the need for a reassessment of the ways in which

social groups are identified in the archaeological record with a comprehensive and critical
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synthesis of recent theories of ethnicity in the human sciences in doing so she argues for a

fundamentally different view of ethnicity as a complex dynamic form of identification requiring

radical changes in archaeological analysis and interpretation is a plural polyethnic democratic

society possible starting with ernest gellner s observation that culturally plural societies worked

well in the past but genuine cultural pluralism ceases to be viable under current conditions this

study explores pluralism in three settings early states modern industrial societies and the

contemporary postmodern world through a nuanced discussion ranging from pre colonial africa

and mesoamerica to european and american experiences in the twentieth century grillo explores

the ways in which different social and political forms cope with ethnic and cultural diversity the

study uncovers a range of different kinds of pluralism from out and out separatism through

varieties of multiculturalism to looser forms of hybridity rather than advocating one configuration

over another this important new book outlines the range of choices facing our societies as

moving into the twenty first century we try to reconcile the competing demands of universalism

and difference the major issues in cultural practice today include identity crisis creation of a new

national culture conflicts derived from regional imbalance in economic development and power

sharing fear of erosion of indigenous values and problems of morals and cultures in the waves of

cyber streams and globalization however these issues are invariably related to the key issues of

cultural identity and ethnicity the identity that defines the sense of nation community and ethnic

roots is generally linked to the politics of nationalism national integration and political contests the

purpose of the texts included in this book is to highlight these points and treat the intercultural

phenomenon carefully to reflect on what it implies on social political as well as aesthetic levels

considers the debates over race and its meanings in contemporary society and in educational

and social policy linking with feminist post structuralist and post modernist concerns this text

examines the contribution of ideas such as ethnicity community identity and difference our voices

essays in culture ethnicity and communication examines intercultural communication through an

array of cultural and personal perspectives with each of its contributors writing a first person

account of his or her experiences in the real world while most readers are collections of scholarly

essays that describe intercultural communication our voices presents short student oriented

readings chosen with an eye toward engaging the reader collectively the readings tackle the key

areas of communication rhetoric mass communication and interpersonal communication using a

uniquely expansive and humanist perspective that provides a voice to otherwise marginalized

members of society praised by students for its abundance of short first person narratives our

voices traverses topics as diverse as queer identity racial discourse in the united states survival

mechanisms in jamaican speech and codes of communication in nontraditional families

empowering and educating students in equal measure our voices is an ideal reader for any
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intercultural communication course the dictionary of race ethnicity and culture provides the

historical background and etymology of a wide number of words related to the concepts of race

ethnicity and culture and looks at them from a broadly multicultural perspective culture ethnicity

and personal relationship processes reviews new theory and research on personal relationships

among african latina o and asian americans as well as personal relationships among different

ethnic groups the collection focuses on the give and take of affection and respect in personal

relationships as influenced by specific cultural values using diverse strands of research from

psychology psychiatry sociology and other disciplines the contributors take both a retrospective

and a prospective look at ethnicity and the reciprocity of affectionate and respectful behavior

throughout the book the reader will be challenged to take stock of common misperceptions

currently blocking the way to a greater understanding of relational dynamics as a function of

ethnicity contributors raymond buriel james liu and diana rios engaging exploration of race and

youth culture which examines the development of new identities ethnicities and forms of racism

this text analyzes the relationship between racism community and adolescent social identities in

the african and south asian diasporas this book is intended for undergraduate and postgraduate

students on courses in race and ethnicity urban sociology cultural studies and social

anthropology it will also have some appeal within social policy and social work the editors use

the unique lens of the history of sports to examine ethnic experiences in north america since

1840 comprised of 12 original essays and an introduction it chronicles sport as a social institution

through which various ethnic and racial groups attempted to find the way to social and

psychological acceptance and cultural integration included are chapters on native americans irish

americans german americans canadians african americans italian americans hispanics and

several more showing how their sports participation also provided these communities with some

measure of social mobility self esteem and a shared pride this book addresses the culture history

ethnicity language and nomadism of the irish travellers who may be compared to the gypsies of

other nations the globalization process has foregrounded ethnic discrimination as an increasingly

important area of law around the world allowing a better understanding of the issue of ethnic

discrimination and inequality this book offers a comparative analysis of legislation impacting

ethnic equality in various anglophone countries it demonstrates that it is possible to achieve

equality at both national and international levels a compelling historical analysis of the north

american free trade agreement and the european union treaty is provided together with a

detailed examination of diversity and the law the book will interest practitioners and others

interested in ethnic legal issues this book brings together new approaches to the study of sikh

religion culture and ethnicity being pursued in the diaspora by sikh academics in western

universities in britain and north america an important aspect of the volume is the diversity of
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topics that are engaged including film and gender theory theology hermeneutics deconstruction

semiotics and race theory and brought to bear on the individual contributors specialism within

sikh studies thereby helping to explode previously static dichotomies such as insider vs outsider

or history vs tradition the volume should have strong appeal both to an academic market

including students of politics religious studies and south asian studies and to a more general

english speaking sikh readership for instance he shows that the four main ethnic subcategories

of the ancient greeks akhaians ionians aiolians and dorians were not primordial survivals from a

premigratory period but emerged in precise historical circumstances during the eighth and

seventh centuries b c new expanded edition of a classic anthropology title that examines ethnicity

as a dynamic and shifting aspect of social relations the author looks at the gambia and its people

and how this african country has been able to achieve cultural integration on a national level he

also provides a comprehensive picture of the country s nation identity which is a fusion of the

multiple identities of the various ethno cultural groups which collectively constitute the gambian

nation the work is a study of ethnic cultures and identities in the gambian context whose

relevance is continental in scope ethnicity is the primary identity in most african countries it

transcends national identity understanding its role in the lives of most africans also helps us to

understand african countries with all their complexities which collectively define the continent in

spite of its ethnic and cultural diversity the gambia is one of the most united countries in africa it

s also one of the most peaceful enjoying harmonious relations among its various ethnic groups

unlike many african countries where instability and civil strife caused by ethnic rivalries fuelled by

unscrupulous politicians is the defining feature of national life the ability of the various ethnic

groups in the gambia to interact harmoniously has led to cultural integration on a scale unheard

of in most african countries while it s true that different tribal cultures do exist in the gambia it s

equally true that there also exists a national culture which unites the country s various ethnic

groups into a cohesive whole transcending ethno regional loyalties as an ethnically diverse nation

the gambia is a microcosm of africa a continent whose countries are characterised by ethnic and

cultural diversity where rivalries along tribal and regional lines are the norm rather than the

exception but the gambia also is a good example of what many african countries have yet to be

united with a solid national identity that has not been fractured or fragmented by ethnic conflicts

cultural integration on a national scale remains an elusive goal in most african countries but if

there are a few countries on the continent which have achieved cultural integration the gambia is

one them it has in fact even achieved cultural fusion in some respects as we learn from this work

which focuses on africa s smallest country and its people the work is intended to be a general

introduction and may help members of the general public learn some basic facts about the

gambia which because of its strategic location and other attributes has earned distinction as a
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gateway to west africa people going to the gambia may find this work to be useful students in

various academic fields may also benefit from the interdisciplinary approach taken by the author

in his study of this african country it s comprehensive enough as an introductory work on the

people of the gambia and their ethnic identities and cultures preface p ix introduction national

boundaries transnational identities grant h cornwell and eve walsh stoddard p 1 part i

multiculturalism and ethnicity contested ownership of national culture 1 miscegenation as a

metaphor for nation building the douglarization controversy in trinidad and tobago eve walsh

stoodard and grant h cornwell p 29 2 the chinese in thailand ethnicity power and cultural

opportunity structures ansil ramsay p 51 3 to be french franco maghrebians and the commission

de la nationalite judith degroat p 73 4 spectacular imaginings performing community in guatemala

kirk w fuoss and randall t g hill p 93 part ii multiculturalism and race alternative constructions of

black and white 5 brazil interactions and conflicts in a multicultural society edimilson de almeida

pereira and steven f white p 123 6 songs in a strange land dual consciousness and the narrative

of african american identity in the united states joseph kling p 143 7 letting the side down

personal reflections on colonial and independent kenya celia nyamweru p 169 8 race and the

formation of cuban national and cultural identity henley c adams p 193 part iii multiculturalism

and politics constitutional approaches to inequality 9 the zimbabwe constitution race land reform

and social justice patricia alden and john mw makumbe p 215 10 bosnia two days in november

william hunt p 239 11 the crisis of the mexican state and the nation chiapas as metaphor laura

nuzzi o shaughnessy p 263 12 china s ethnicities state ideology and policy in historical

perspective anne csete p 287 13 official multiculturalism in canada between virtue and politics

louis dupont and nathalie lemarchand p 309 index p 337 about the contributors mobility has

become one of the most exciting factors shaping our transnational and transcultural world today

however the variety of approaches and stimulating debates it has engendered in geopolitics and

sociology make it challenging for literary and cultural critics to establish solid approaches and

own vocabularies through a variety of case studies written by international contributors this

volume addresses emerging topics by using the tools of border studies postcolonial discourse

and globalization theory the multiple perspectives provided here emphasize the interaction

between migrants and hosts as material discursive and historical the chapters in this volume view

identities as mobile and in constant flux constructed and reconstructed repeatedly in historical

and cultural encounters with several others as a result of this dynamic established stereotypes

and images are challenged and revised in the analyses here the book concludes that cultural

identities are increasingly visible as results of large scale global mobility in so doing it challenges

views that address ethnicity as an unambiguous category and reveals that the making of such

identities is contradictory and even conflicting what does it mean to be young in a changing world
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how are migration settlement and new urban cultures shaping young lives and in particular are

race place and class still meaningful to contemporary youth cultures this path breaking book

shows how young people are responding differently to recent social economic and cultural

transformations from the spirit of white localism deployed by de industrialized football supporters

to the hybrid multicultural exchanges displayed by urban youth young people are finding new

ways of wrestling with questions of race and ethnicity through globalization is whiteness now

being displaced by black culture in fashion music and slang and if so what impact is this having

on race politics moreover what happens to those people and places that are left behind by

changes in late modernity by developing a unique brand of spatial cultural studies this book

explores complex formations of race and class as they arise in the subtle textures of whiteness

respectability and youth subjectivity this is the first book to look specifically at young ethnicities

through the prism of local global change eloquently written its riveting ethnographic case studies

and insider accounts will ensure that this book becomes a benchmark publication for writing on

race in years to come in this concise and accessible introduction steve fenton navigates the

reader through 100 years of literature on ethnicity drawing on a wider range of theorists and

illustrations from around the world fenton explores and clarifies the core meanings and the

shifting ground of this contested concept he shows how race ethnicity and nation must be

regarded as distinguishable at the margins but otherwise representing a closely related set of

images and realities from here he raises the question of the centrality of ethnic difference does it

matter when does it matter is it as important as many have assumed the answer is that its

importance can only be understood within a wider context of the culturally and socially subversive

consequences of late modernity and a triumphant capitalist world order in this way this book re

connects the discourse of ethnicity to a series of other discourses from which it has become

detached ethnicity will be an invaluable text for students of sociology politics and international

relations coming to the subject for the first time it will also be enjoyed by the interested general

reader and its innovative and challenging approach will appeal to more advanced scholars of

race and ethnicity race ethnicity and gender in education cross cultural which is the sixth volume

in the 12 volume book series globalisation comparative education and policy research presents

scholarly research on major discourses of race ethnicity and gender in education it provides an

easily accessible practical yet scholarly source of information about the international concern in

the field of globalisation and comparative education above all the book offers the latest findings

to the critical issues concerning major discourses on race ethnicity and gender in the global

culture it is a sourcebook of ideas for researchers practitioners and policymakers in education

globalisation social justice equity and access in schooling around the world it offers a timely

overview of current issues affecting research in comparative education of race ethnicity and
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gender it provides directions in education and policy research relevant to progressive pedagogy

social change and transformational educational reforms in the twen first century the book critically

examines the overall interplay between the state ideology and current discourses of race ethnicity

and gender in the global culture it draws upon recent studies in the areas of globalisation equity

social justice and the role of the state zajda et al 2006 2008 it explores conceptual frameworks

and methodological approaches applicable in the research covering the state globa sation race

ethnicity and gender american multicultural studies diversity of race ethnicity gender and sexuality

provides an interdisciplinary view of multicultural studies in the united states addressing a wide

range of topics that continue to define and shape this area of study through this collection of

essays sherrow pinder responds to the need to open up a rich avenue for addressing current and

continuing issues of race gender ethnicity sexuality cultural diversity and education in their varied

forms substantial thematic overlaps are found between sections and essays all of which are

oriented toward a single broad objective to develop new and different ways of addressing how

multicultural issues in their discursive sociocultural contexts are inextricably linked to the

operations of power power as a site of resistance to which it invariably gives rise is tacked from a

perspective that attends to the complexities of america s history and politics the editors use the

unique lens of the history of sports to examine ethnic experiences in north america since 1840

comprised of 12 original essays and an introduction it chronicles sport as a social institution

through which various ethnic and racial groups attempted to find the way to social and

psychological acceptance and cultural integration included are chapters on native americans irish

americans german americans canadians african americans italian americans hispanics and

several more showing how their sports participation also provided these communities with some

measure of social mobility self esteem and a shared pride looks at culture and education in a

multicultural society
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Ethnicity

1999

this text discusses key debates in the sociology of ethnicity and race arguing that ethnicity is

culturally expressed and politically and economically contextualized the historical trajectories of

slavery colonialism and nation state formation have seen ethnicities and racisms develop along

some parallel and some quite different lines drawing on examples from all around the globe

including britain continental europe the usa hawaii and malaysia this book offers a theoretically

informed account of a major sociological issue in a truly international and comparative

perspective

From Culture to Ethnicity to Conflict

1999

a responsible guide to understanding ethnic conflict with five major case studies

Empire at the Margins

2006-01-19

focusing on the ming and qing eras this book analyses crucial moments in the formation of

cultural regional and religious identities it demonstrates how the imperial discourse is many

faceted rather than a monolithic agent of cultural assimilation

Culture, Ethnicity, and Identity

1983

a comprehensive exploration of all the issues that shape our search for a multicultural society

The Multicultural Riddle

1999

this classic is regarded as the seminal text from which stems much current anthropological

thinking about ethnicity this text opens with barth s invaluable thirty page essay that introduces

readers to important theoretical issues in the analysis of ethnic groups
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Ethnic Groups and Boundaries

1969

nothing is pure in america and indeed the rich ethnic mix that constitutes our society accounts for

much of its amazing vitality werner sollors s new book takes a wide ranging look at the role of

ethnicity in american literature and what that literature has said and continues to say about our

diverse culture ethnic consciousness he contends is a constituent feature of modernism not

modernism s antithesis discussing works from every period of american history sollors focuses

particularly on the tension between descent and consent between the concern for one s racial

ethnic and familial heritage and the conflicting desire to choose one s own destiny even if that

choice goes against one s heritage some of the stories sollors examines are retellings of the

biblical exodus stories in which americans of the most diverse origins have painted their own

histories as an escape from bondage or a search for a new canaan other stories are american

made tales of melting pot romance which may either triumph in intermarriage accompanied by

new world symphonies or end with the lovers death still other stories concern voyages of self

discovery in which the hero attempts to steer a perilous course between stubborn traditionalism

and total assimilation and then there are the generational sagas in which as if by magic the third

generation emerges as the fulfillment of their forebears dream citing examples that range from

the writings of cotton mather to liquid sky a post punk science fiction film directed by a russian

emigre sollors shows how the creators of american culture have generally been attracted to what

is most new and modern about the author werner sollors is chairman of the afro american

studies department at harvard university and the author of amiri baraka the quest for a populist

modernism a provocative and original look at ethnicity in american literature dtcovers stories from

all periods of our nation s history dtrelates ethnic literature to the principle of literary modernism

dt grave and hilarious tender and merciless the book performs a public service quentin anderson

Inverse Images

1984

our voices fourth edition examines communication in a variety of cultural and personal settings

with each contributor writing from the perspective of his or her cultural experience within diverse

theoretical frameworks each essay addresses the question what is a cultural explanation and

interpretation for this communication phenomenon from the ethnic scholar s perspective the

fourth edition features seven new essays that address such topics of current interest and concern

as creating a family across race and gender borders the struggle for identity of multiethnic and
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biracial individuals in america constructing american jewish male identity understanding class in

the context of race ethnicity and gender racial tensions in a 9 11 memorial and 9 11 and the

color line in addition many of the previous essays have been significantly updated and two new

sections economic class and cultural identity and reflecting on 9 11 have been added continuing

the successful tradition of previous editions the fourth edition maintains a consistent focus on

communication and culture each essay addresses important issues in areas of communication

including rhetoric mass communication and interpersonal communication together the authors

examine how culture influences the creation of meaning and how various uses of symbols and

language constitute what we call cultural reality introduces experience into examinations of

cultural communication the experience driven approach is presented as a complement to theory

driven approaches to intercultural communication research explores the rich cultural variety of

communication practices within broad cultural labels the premise is that there is not one style of

any particular group any more than there is one style of anglo american communication

New Ethnicities And Urban Cult

2015

this intercultural communication text reader brings together the many dimensions of ethnic and

cultural identity and shows how they are communicated in everyday life introducing and applying

key concepts theories and approaches from empirical to ethnographic a wide variety of essays

look at the experiences of african americans asians asian americans latino as and native

americans as well as many cultural groups the authors also explore issues such as gender race

class spirituality alternative lifestyles and inter and intra ethnic identity sites of analysis range

from movies and photo albums to beauty salons and deadhead concerts visit our website for

sample chapters

Beyond Ethnicity : Consent and Descent in American Culture

1986-02-27

the question of ethnicity is highly controversial in contemporary archaeology indigenous and

nationalist claims to territory often rely on reconstructions of the past based on the traditional

identification of cultures from archaeological remains sian jones responds to the need for a

reassessment of the ways in which social groups are identified in the archaeological record with

a comprehensive and critical synthesis of recent theories of ethnicity in the human sciences in

doing so she argues for a fundamentally different view of ethnicity as a complex dynamic form of
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identification requiring radical changes in archaeological analysis and interpretation

Our Voices

2003-10

is a plural polyethnic democratic society possible starting with ernest gellner s observation that

culturally plural societies worked well in the past but genuine cultural pluralism ceases to be

viable under current conditions this study explores pluralism in three settings early states modern

industrial societies and the contemporary postmodern world through a nuanced discussion

ranging from pre colonial africa and mesoamerica to european and american experiences in the

twentieth century grillo explores the ways in which different social and political forms cope with

ethnic and cultural diversity the study uncovers a range of different kinds of pluralism from out

and out separatism through varieties of multiculturalism to looser forms of hybridity rather than

advocating one configuration over another this important new book outlines the range of choices

facing our societies as moving into the twenty first century we try to reconcile the competing

demands of universalism and difference

Culture, Ethnicity, and Identity

1983

the major issues in cultural practice today include identity crisis creation of a new national culture

conflicts derived from regional imbalance in economic development and power sharing fear of

erosion of indigenous values and problems of morals and cultures in the waves of cyber streams

and globalization however these issues are invariably related to the key issues of cultural identity

and ethnicity the identity that defines the sense of nation community and ethnic roots is generally

linked to the politics of nationalism national integration and political contests the purpose of the

texts included in this book is to highlight these points and treat the intercultural phenomenon

carefully to reflect on what it implies on social political as well as aesthetic levels

Communicating Ethnic and Cultural Identity

2004

considers the debates over race and its meanings in contemporary society and in educational

and social policy linking with feminist post structuralist and post modernist concerns this text

examines the contribution of ideas such as ethnicity community identity and difference
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The Archaeology of Ethnicity

2002-11-01

our voices essays in culture ethnicity and communication examines intercultural communication

through an array of cultural and personal perspectives with each of its contributors writing a first

person account of his or her experiences in the real world while most readers are collections of

scholarly essays that describe intercultural communication our voices presents short student

oriented readings chosen with an eye toward engaging the reader collectively the readings tackle

the key areas of communication rhetoric mass communication and interpersonal communication

using a uniquely expansive and humanist perspective that provides a voice to otherwise

marginalized members of society praised by students for its abundance of short first person

narratives our voices traverses topics as diverse as queer identity racial discourse in the united

states survival mechanisms in jamaican speech and codes of communication in nontraditional

families empowering and educating students in equal measure our voices is an ideal reader for

any intercultural communication course

Ethnic Identity

1975

the dictionary of race ethnicity and culture provides the historical background and etymology of a

wide number of words related to the concepts of race ethnicity and culture and looks at them

from a broadly multicultural perspective

Pluralism and the Politics of Difference

1998-07-23

culture ethnicity and personal relationship processes reviews new theory and research on

personal relationships among african latina o and asian americans as well as personal

relationships among different ethnic groups the collection focuses on the give and take of

affection and respect in personal relationships as influenced by specific cultural values using

diverse strands of research from psychology psychiatry sociology and other disciplines the

contributors take both a retrospective and a prospective look at ethnicity and the reciprocity of

affectionate and respectful behavior throughout the book the reader will be challenged to take

stock of common misperceptions currently blocking the way to a greater understanding of

relational dynamics as a function of ethnicity contributors raymond buriel james liu and diana rios
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Ethnicity and Identity

2005

engaging exploration of race and youth culture which examines the development of new identities

ethnicities and forms of racism this text analyzes the relationship between racism community and

adolescent social identities in the african and south asian diasporas this book is intended for

undergraduate and postgraduate students on courses in race and ethnicity urban sociology

cultural studies and social anthropology it will also have some appeal within social policy and

social work

Race, Culture and Difference

1992-04-21

the editors use the unique lens of the history of sports to examine ethnic experiences in north

america since 1840 comprised of 12 original essays and an introduction it chronicles sport as a

social institution through which various ethnic and racial groups attempted to find the way to

social and psychological acceptance and cultural integration included are chapters on native

americans irish americans german americans canadians african americans italian americans

hispanics and several more showing how their sports participation also provided these

communities with some measure of social mobility self esteem and a shared pride

Our Voices

2012

this book addresses the culture history ethnicity language and nomadism of the irish travellers

who may be compared to the gypsies of other nations

Dictionary of Race, Ethnicity and Culture

2003

the globalization process has foregrounded ethnic discrimination as an increasingly important

area of law around the world allowing a better understanding of the issue of ethnic discrimination

and inequality this book offers a comparative analysis of legislation impacting ethnic equality in

various anglophone countries it demonstrates that it is possible to achieve equality at both

national and international levels a compelling historical analysis of the north american free trade
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agreement and the european union treaty is provided together with a detailed examination of

diversity and the law the book will interest practitioners and others interested in ethnic legal

issues

Culture, Ethnicity, and Personal Relationship Processes

1997

this book brings together new approaches to the study of sikh religion culture and ethnicity being

pursued in the diaspora by sikh academics in western universities in britain and north america an

important aspect of the volume is the diversity of topics that are engaged including film and

gender theory theology hermeneutics deconstruction semiotics and race theory and brought to

bear on the individual contributors specialism within sikh studies thereby helping to explode

previously static dichotomies such as insider vs outsider or history vs tradition the volume should

have strong appeal both to an academic market including students of politics religious studies

and south asian studies and to a more general english speaking sikh readership

New Ethnicities And Urban Culture

2017-02-10

for instance he shows that the four main ethnic subcategories of the ancient greeks akhaians

ionians aiolians and dorians were not primordial survivals from a premigratory period but

emerged in precise historical circumstances during the eighth and seventh centuries b c

Ethnicity and Sport in North American History and Culture

1994-08-23

new expanded edition of a classic anthropology title that examines ethnicity as a dynamic and

shifting aspect of social relations

Race and Ethnicity in Digital Culture

2018

the author looks at the gambia and its people and how this african country has been able to

achieve cultural integration on a national level he also provides a comprehensive picture of the

country s nation identity which is a fusion of the multiple identities of the various ethno cultural
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groups which collectively constitute the gambian nation the work is a study of ethnic cultures and

identities in the gambian context whose relevance is continental in scope ethnicity is the primary

identity in most african countries it transcends national identity understanding its role in the lives

of most africans also helps us to understand african countries with all their complexities which

collectively define the continent in spite of its ethnic and cultural diversity the gambia is one of

the most united countries in africa it s also one of the most peaceful enjoying harmonious

relations among its various ethnic groups unlike many african countries where instability and civil

strife caused by ethnic rivalries fuelled by unscrupulous politicians is the defining feature of

national life the ability of the various ethnic groups in the gambia to interact harmoniously has led

to cultural integration on a scale unheard of in most african countries while it s true that different

tribal cultures do exist in the gambia it s equally true that there also exists a national culture

which unites the country s various ethnic groups into a cohesive whole transcending ethno

regional loyalties as an ethnically diverse nation the gambia is a microcosm of africa a continent

whose countries are characterised by ethnic and cultural diversity where rivalries along tribal and

regional lines are the norm rather than the exception but the gambia also is a good example of

what many african countries have yet to be united with a solid national identity that has not been

fractured or fragmented by ethnic conflicts cultural integration on a national scale remains an

elusive goal in most african countries but if there are a few countries on the continent which have

achieved cultural integration the gambia is one them it has in fact even achieved cultural fusion

in some respects as we learn from this work which focuses on africa s smallest country and its

people the work is intended to be a general introduction and may help members of the general

public learn some basic facts about the gambia which because of its strategic location and other

attributes has earned distinction as a gateway to west africa people going to the gambia may find

this work to be useful students in various academic fields may also benefit from the

interdisciplinary approach taken by the author in his study of this african country it s

comprehensive enough as an introductory work on the people of the gambia and their ethnic

identities and cultures

Seeing Ourselves

1995

preface p ix introduction national boundaries transnational identities grant h cornwell and eve

walsh stoddard p 1 part i multiculturalism and ethnicity contested ownership of national culture 1

miscegenation as a metaphor for nation building the douglarization controversy in trinidad and

tobago eve walsh stoodard and grant h cornwell p 29 2 the chinese in thailand ethnicity power
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and cultural opportunity structures ansil ramsay p 51 3 to be french franco maghrebians and the

commission de la nationalite judith degroat p 73 4 spectacular imaginings performing community

in guatemala kirk w fuoss and randall t g hill p 93 part ii multiculturalism and race alternative

constructions of black and white 5 brazil interactions and conflicts in a multicultural society

edimilson de almeida pereira and steven f white p 123 6 songs in a strange land dual

consciousness and the narrative of african american identity in the united states joseph kling p

143 7 letting the side down personal reflections on colonial and independent kenya celia

nyamweru p 169 8 race and the formation of cuban national and cultural identity henley c adams

p 193 part iii multiculturalism and politics constitutional approaches to inequality 9 the zimbabwe

constitution race land reform and social justice patricia alden and john mw makumbe p 215 10

bosnia two days in november william hunt p 239 11 the crisis of the mexican state and the nation

chiapas as metaphor laura nuzzi o shaughnessy p 263 12 china s ethnicities state ideology and

policy in historical perspective anne csete p 287 13 official multiculturalism in canada between

virtue and politics louis dupont and nathalie lemarchand p 309 index p 337 about the contributors

Pluralism & the Politics of Difference

1998

mobility has become one of the most exciting factors shaping our transnational and transcultural

world today however the variety of approaches and stimulating debates it has engendered in

geopolitics and sociology make it challenging for literary and cultural critics to establish solid

approaches and own vocabularies through a variety of case studies written by international

contributors this volume addresses emerging topics by using the tools of border studies

postcolonial discourse and globalization theory the multiple perspectives provided here

emphasize the interaction between migrants and hosts as material discursive and historical the

chapters in this volume view identities as mobile and in constant flux constructed and

reconstructed repeatedly in historical and cultural encounters with several others as a result of

this dynamic established stereotypes and images are challenged and revised in the analyses

here the book concludes that cultural identities are increasingly visible as results of large scale

global mobility in so doing it challenges views that address ethnicity as an unambiguous category

and reveals that the making of such identities is contradictory and even conflicting

Irish Travellers

1994
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what does it mean to be young in a changing world how are migration settlement and new urban

cultures shaping young lives and in particular are race place and class still meaningful to

contemporary youth cultures this path breaking book shows how young people are responding

differently to recent social economic and cultural transformations from the spirit of white localism

deployed by de industrialized football supporters to the hybrid multicultural exchanges displayed

by urban youth young people are finding new ways of wrestling with questions of race and

ethnicity through globalization is whiteness now being displaced by black culture in fashion music

and slang and if so what impact is this having on race politics moreover what happens to those

people and places that are left behind by changes in late modernity by developing a unique

brand of spatial cultural studies this book explores complex formations of race and class as they

arise in the subtle textures of whiteness respectability and youth subjectivity this is the first book

to look specifically at young ethnicities through the prism of local global change eloquently written

its riveting ethnographic case studies and insider accounts will ensure that this book becomes a

benchmark publication for writing on race in years to come

Culture Clash

2016-05-13

in this concise and accessible introduction steve fenton navigates the reader through 100 years

of literature on ethnicity drawing on a wider range of theorists and illustrations from around the

world fenton explores and clarifies the core meanings and the shifting ground of this contested

concept he shows how race ethnicity and nation must be regarded as distinguishable at the

margins but otherwise representing a closely related set of images and realities from here he

raises the question of the centrality of ethnic difference does it matter when does it matter is it as

important as many have assumed the answer is that its importance can only be understood

within a wider context of the culturally and socially subversive consequences of late modernity

and a triumphant capitalist world order in this way this book re connects the discourse of ethnicity

to a series of other discourses from which it has become detached ethnicity will be an invaluable

text for students of sociology politics and international relations coming to the subject for the first

time it will also be enjoyed by the interested general reader and its innovative and challenging

approach will appeal to more advanced scholars of race and ethnicity

Sikh Religion, Culture and Ethnicity

2013-12-16
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race ethnicity and gender in education cross cultural which is the sixth volume in the 12 volume

book series globalisation comparative education and policy research presents scholarly research

on major discourses of race ethnicity and gender in education it provides an easily accessible

practical yet scholarly source of information about the international concern in the field of

globalisation and comparative education above all the book offers the latest findings to the critical

issues concerning major discourses on race ethnicity and gender in the global culture it is a

sourcebook of ideas for researchers practitioners and policymakers in education globalisation

social justice equity and access in schooling around the world it offers a timely overview of

current issues affecting research in comparative education of race ethnicity and gender it

provides directions in education and policy research relevant to progressive pedagogy social

change and transformational educational reforms in the twen first century the book critically

examines the overall interplay between the state ideology and current discourses of race ethnicity

and gender in the global culture it draws upon recent studies in the areas of globalisation equity

social justice and the role of the state zajda et al 2006 2008 it explores conceptual frameworks

and methodological approaches applicable in the research covering the state globa sation race

ethnicity and gender

Hellenicity

2002-05-15

american multicultural studies diversity of race ethnicity gender and sexuality provides an

interdisciplinary view of multicultural studies in the united states addressing a wide range of

topics that continue to define and shape this area of study through this collection of essays

sherrow pinder responds to the need to open up a rich avenue for addressing current and

continuing issues of race gender ethnicity sexuality cultural diversity and education in their varied

forms substantial thematic overlaps are found between sections and essays all of which are

oriented toward a single broad objective to develop new and different ways of addressing how

multicultural issues in their discursive sociocultural contexts are inextricably linked to the

operations of power power as a site of resistance to which it invariably gives rise is tacked from a

perspective that attends to the complexities of america s history and politics

Ethnicity and Nationalism

2002-07-20

the editors use the unique lens of the history of sports to examine ethnic experiences in north
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america since 1840 comprised of 12 original essays and an introduction it chronicles sport as a

social institution through which various ethnic and racial groups attempted to find the way to

social and psychological acceptance and cultural integration included are chapters on native

americans irish americans german americans canadians african americans italian americans

hispanics and several more showing how their sports participation also provided these

communities with some measure of social mobility self esteem and a shared pride

Theory of Ethnicity

1983

looks at culture and education in a multicultural society

The Gambia and Its People

2010

Global Multiculturalism

2001

Mobile Identities

2020-10

Race, Place and Globalization

2016-09-08

Ethnicity

2003-06-16

Race, Ethnicity and Gender in Education

2009-06-10
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American Multicultural Studies

2013

Ethnicity and Sport in North American History and Culture

1994-08-23

Culture and Education in a Plural Society

1979
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